Vedic Art Teacher Meeting / Johannes Källman
Saturday, November 11th at10:00-17:00 in Helsinki

Vedic Art 30 years
Johannes talks about the last 30 years of progress and development of Curt Källman's
method - Vedic Art! How it was to grow up in a family where Vedic Art was in great focus
and how it affected his way of perceiving the world!
Curt's legacy - The eternal value of the method
The Principles, the original art exercise of the teachers' script and the main values of
Curt is the foundation of the method. Johannes talks about he main values and the
foundation of the program.
Am I a "real" Teacher or not?
How the teacher in Vedic Art needs to act differently than teachers in many other
educations. How Curt saw the important role of the teacher as supporting the knowledge to
grow and awake from within.
The "Sisu" of the Vedic Art Finland
Johannes compares his experience of teaching in ten different countries in Europe and
gives his experience of the unique and quality of the program of Vedic Art in Finland. How
the "Sisu" and great education quality of Vedic Art in Finland can inspire teachers of Vedic
Art in Europe. "Brainstorm" on how make Vedic Art even stronger in Finland in future!
Seeking and finding new volunteers to represent Vedic Art in Finland
Maija Pitz Koponen, Marjaana Murto and Pirjo Hirvonen are this year handing some
official responsibilities to new volunteers. Suggestions of names and qualifications of people
who like to volunteer!
Pedagogical approach to students on the courses.
Johannes shares his learnings from Curt on how to connect with the students. Johannes
shares his own insight of the experience of meetings and teaching students and teachers of
the topics of art, life and personal development.
Expanding with quality and responsibility
How to support the method to get famous worldwide but never loosing the unique
essence!
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